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If you are using a 3rd party import and have students who are not enrolled in a class but receive services,
is there a way to upload them so that it shows up?
Jay: You can record services whether a student is enrolled in a class or not.
Jay: To be clear – as long as a student has a valid Student ID and a correctly recorded short term service,
then it will be recorded in the AEBG summary. We suggest adding basic demographics and class
enrollment, but none of this is required to record attainment of short term services.
CTE classes don't need pre and post-test, correct?
Jay: Correct
So is it 40-100 or 70-100?
Jay: 70 is what we recommend at CASAS.
Previous slide, "students whom received services, yet did not enroll in a class" Please clarify or provide
an example
Jay: A student who does counseling, orientation, etc. – basically anything short term that does not
create enrollment in the classroom
When we send the DIR, should we click on the CTE classes to show in the report?
Jay: Yes, the DIR should include all 7 AEBG programs, which includes CTE.
Do we need daily attendance or is cumulative ok
Jay: Cumulative is okay as long as you import at least once a month.
Martha, can we pre-set the instructional level ASE Low by tagging the class?
Jay: Sorry this is a student level designation.
If a student has passed a section of the GED, does this fall under improved literacy skills?
Jay: Many have suggested this, but for now it is not an official AEBG outcomes.
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So if the student earns has diploma and you mark has diploma you still have to mark ASE high too?
Jay: If the student earns the diploma it is not necessary to mark ASE High
They may have enrolled in another adult school program or they may have chosen not to move forward
Is it recommended that teachers have a CASAS login to record attendance? Or should a clerk be
entering this attendance?
Jay: From CASAS perspective, either plan is okay. You may want to get input from other agencies on this
one.
How do you access that daily attendance in te?
Jay: https://www.casas.org/product-overviews/software/topspro-enterprise/topspro-enterprisehelp/instructional-hours
Can you add citizenship?
Jay: You can, however Citizenship is not one of the 7 AEBG programs.
Do we still enter an AEBG program for students we are required to track that are not part of AEBG? For
example, we have students at the college in other ESL classes, but they are not funded by AEBG
Jay: Assuming you mean for credit ESL students, then no they don’t need to be part of AEBG reporting.
How do we trouble shoot missing data when we use a 3rd party to collect the initial data. I have
students missing "primary goals" but when I go into LACES I see they all have the goal "Complete
Training Program" - why isn't this being pulled over into TE?
Jay: Goals are not required for AEBG or WIOA II.
Jay: If you really want to include them in TE you should import the ENTR file (detailed in section #5 in
the TE third party exchange document.)
We have to track all our adult ed students this fiscal year even if they are not AEBG funded, so was
trying to figure out how to differentiate these students in TE
Jay: The students for AEBG are the ones in the 7 official AEBG programs.
What would be a feasible primary goal in TE be for a CTE student?
Jay: Goals are not required for AEBG or WIOA II. You could select any one listed based on student
preference. If none of these seem apply, you can leave it blank.
Do you know if core performance surveys are still necessary?
Jay: There is no survey requirement this year, however this may return next year.
If a student passes one part of the gad test, but hasn't completed the GED would we select this as
progress in as low to high?
Jay: Sorry no – the ASE low/ASE high issue is for high school diploma progress, not for HSE subsections.

